
✓ Elevator ✓ Terrace ✓ Shower ✓ Air Conditioning

✓ Internet ✓ Bathtub ✓ Heating ✓ Washing Machine

✓ Television ✓ Dishwasher

3 Bedroom Cannes Apartment for Rent

Reference number: CANA033519

Features

Bedrooms 3 Single beds 0

Bathrooms 3 Double beds 3

Toilets 2 Sofa beds 0

Surface 90 m2 Rating ★ 

Amenities

Description

This Cannes group apartment is nestled on the 2nd floor of a building with an elevator and is a
perfect team accommodation for delegates attending conferences as it is located at just 8-minute
walking distance from the Palais des Festivals. Two of the most famous Cannes streets are in the
vicinity of this rental apartment in Cannes centre. Rue de Antibes is right around the corner and La
Croisette is only a 4-minute walk from here. The living room is delightfully cosy and is furnished
with a grey couch facing the wall-mounted flatscreen tv. The furniture is scaled to the size of the
room and creates a sense of extra space. Rustic grey ashwood flooring provides a refined look to
the living room, and the open-plan American kitchen provides aesthetic appeal and functionality.
Natural light entering from the large windows brightens up the bedrooms. The master bedroom
represents simple living with good taste. It opens onto the terrace, has a double bed, and
connects to an ensuite bathroom with a bathtub and toilet. The other 2 bedrooms also come with
double beds and ensuite shower rooms. There is also an independent toilet near the entrance in
case you’re entertaining important guests during your stay. Additional amenities include Internet,
air conditioning, heating, a washing machine, and a dishwasher. 
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